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Designing reconfigurable computing systems is a challenging task; espe-
cially forecasting the benefits from using reconfigurable architectures at de-
sign time is hard. As a solution, we present a simulation–based framework
for performance evaluation of partitioned reconfigurable computing systems.
With this framework, the designer is enabled to assess the impact of different
scheduling and reconfiguration strategies at a high level of abstraction with
marginal simulation overhead and minimal source code modifications. We
will show the benefits of our approach by comparing our performance simu-
lation to a pure functional simulation.

1 Introduction

When comparing different kinds of reconfigurable hardware [4, 14] with different levels
of granularity, there is one common feature: The ability of reusing a piece of hardware
for different missions. By loading configuration bit streams, FPGAs provide flexibility
comparable to general–purpose processors while having an impressive performance. A
newer trend in reconfigurable computing systems is to exploit advantages of dynamic
reconfiguration. That implies swapping different temporally needed FPGA–accelerated
functionalities during run time of a system. In this context, many new problems like
scheduling, mapping, partitioning, etc. arise.

The Virtual Processing Components (VPC) framework [13] allows for simulation–
based performance evaluation of applications mapped to heterogeneous multi–processor
architectures at an early stage in design. For this purpose, the VPC framework uses
the SystemC language for representing the candidate architectures at system level. In
this work, we present the extensions towards modeling and simulation of reconfigurable
computing systems. By using a system level model of partitioned reconfigurable archi-
tectures [15] our approach abstracts from device and architecture dependent implemen-
tation details, leading to the concept of virtual components. The Erlangen Slot Machine
(ESM) [3] is one example for a typical partitioned reconfigurable architecture.
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The aim of using the VPC framework is answering the following questions in an early
design stage: Which performance (e.g. throughput, latency) provides my application
using different architectures? Can my application benefit from using reconfigurable
devices? Which reconfiguration strategies, like partitioning, allocation, and binding fits
best to my application?

The remainder of this document is structured as follows: In Section 2, we review
existing works on simulation of reconfigurable computing systems. Section 3 describes
the modeling and Section 4 presents the performance simulation of partitioned recon-
figurable computing systems. We give an example in Section 5 and a conclusion in
Section 6.

2 Related Work

In [12] a modeling technique for reconfigurable systems is proposed based on OCAPI–xl
— a modeling language similar to SystemC. A set of processes is used to model a run
time reconfigurable process which is supervised by a HardWare Scheduler (HWS). The
HWS coordinates the exclusive execution of the pooled processes and activates or stops
them. Additional reconfiguration latency can be accounted by the HWS.

Noguera and Badia [9] present a modeling methodology for reconfigurable architec-
tures based on discrete event systems. In an object–oriented manner discrete event
classes and objects form a reconfigurable system, which introduces all necessary modeling
capabilities to cover run time reconfiguration. Traditional hardware/software schedul-
ing as well as dynamic reconfigurable logic scheduling is considered in this approach.
The authors point out that both scheduling aspects should be handled as related entity.
Dynamic scheduling strategies are taken into account by proposing a novel scheduling
methodology based on the presented event system.

In [5] a Co–Simulation environment is unveiled enabling performance estimation for
a dedicated architecture which couples a CPU together with a coarse–grained, multi–
context reconfigurable unit (RU). The approach addresses the impact of multi–context
RUs and focuses on the coupling of a multi–context device and a controlling CPU.
Performance evaluation is based on a cycle–accurate simulation including execution and
reconfiguration times. The CPU behavior is modeled by an extension of the SimpleScalar
CPU simulator [1], while the RU itself is implemented in VHDL. Both, the CPU and
the RU, cooperate through a dedicated coprocessor interface. The main focus of this
approach is the investigation of design trade–offs for multi–context architectures.

The authors of [10, 11] propose a method for modeling dynamically reconfigurable
hardware in SystemC. The presented approach transforms a specification — given in
SystemC — to model reconfigurable hardware. For this purpose a special component
is introduced called dynamically reconfigurable fabric (DRCF) component. This com-
ponent includes a configuration scheduler, an input splitter, and an associated configu-
ration memory. After analyzing the SystemC modules the DRCF code is constructed
using a template. During this process, the reconfigurable functionality is identified and
integrated into different configurations within a DRCF. This source code modification
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enables modeling of context switching and bus traffic.
The system–level framework Perfecto for rapid explorations of different reconfiguration

alternatives and performance evaluation is presented in [8]. A system architecture model
is outlined containing a DRCL specified in SystemC. Each configuration is associated
with a size given by an amount of Slices, the basic configuration unit in the framework.
A DRCL provides a certain amount of Slices, and dynamic reconfiguration is modeled by
placing configurations into the limited area of a DRCL, similar to memory management.
Through additional information, e.g. task execution time or configuration time, Perfecto
is able to estimate aspects like total execution time and overall slice usage.

Unlike other approaches, our VPC framework clearly separates application behavior
and architecture. By using a flexible mapping mechanism, we are able to evaluate differ-
ent bindings between applications and architectures, as well as different reconfiguration
and task scheduling strategies, without any further source code modification. This allows
for reusing both, the application and the architecture templates.

3 Modeling Reconfigurable Computing Systems

In this section, we develop our system level model for reconfigurable computing systems.
The resulting model is used later on to set up our performance simulation.

In [6] a graph–based approach is presented for modeling the hardware/software par-
titioning problem for architectures including reconfigurable hardware resources. Each
partitioning problem instance consists of a process graph gp and the architecture graph
ga. The explicit separation between process graph and architecture graph fits perfectly
to our strict separation between application behavior and architecture and provides an
ideal model for our simulation–based approach.

Definition 1 (Process Graph [6]) A process graph gp = (Vp, Ep) consists of a finite
set of vertices Vp and a finite set of directed edges Ep ⊆ Vp × Vp where vertices model
processes and edges represent communication links between processes.

In this work, we assume that the process graph can be extracted from a SystemC
description. Nodes v ∈ Vp in a process graph represent tasks implemented in SystemC,
as given later in section 4. An edge e ∈ Ep between vertices represents directed commu-
nication between those tasks (e.g. FIFO channels).

Definition 2 (Architecture Graph [6]) An architecture graph ga = (Va, Ea) consists of
a finite set of vertices Va and a finite set of directed edges Ea ⊆ Va × Va. The vertices
v ∈ Va of the architecture graph ga correspond to hardware modules like CPUs, memo-
ries, FPGAs, etc. The edges e ∈ Ea ⊆ Va × Va of the architecture graph ga correspond
to connections between hardware modules modeling the topology of the architecture. Fur-
thermore, vertices v ∈ Va in the architecture graph may be refined by subgraphs g̃ ∈ v.G
associated with v.

In an architecture graph, a vertex v ∈ Va may contain a set of subgraphs G′ ⊆ v.G.
Each subgraph g ∈ G′ can be considered as a hierarchical refinement of vertex v. All
refinements g̃ ∈ v.G within node v are mutually exclusive, i.e., they cannot be used for
refinement at the very same instance of time. A vertex that can be refined is called
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Figure 1: (a) The process graph gp is mapped to a hardware reconfigurable architecture
ga. The resource vb1 is refined by two different configurations g̃A, g̃B. (b) Parti-
tioned reconfigurable devices offer blocks for hardware module placement [15].
Each block is represented by a node v ∈ Va. Each hardware configuration for
a block v is modeled through refinements g̃ ∈ v.G of node v.

Reconfigurable Component, otherwise (v.G = ∅) it is called Component. Refinements of
a Reconfigurable Component are named Configurations.

The ability of implementing a process vp using a resource va is modeled by a mapping
edge m = (vp, va) ∈ Em where Em is called set of mapping edges and is depicted by
dashed arcs in Figure 1 (a). Several property values can be associated to the mapping
edges such as execution delays, area, monetary cost, etc.

Process graph, architecture graph and mapping edges together form a specification
graph [2]. As a specification graph typically contains several mapping edges per process,
the resulting partitioning problem can be solved by: (i) Allocation: Selecting a subset
of the vertices and subgraphs of the given architecture. (ii) Binding : Choosing a subset
of the mapping edges so that only one mapping rests for each process. (iii) Scheduling :
Finding a valid schedule for a given allocation and binding.

An architecture graph can be used to model a partitioned reconfigurable device as
depicted in Figure 1 (b): Each block that can be reconfigured by different configurations
is modeled as a vertex v ∈ Va which contains a set of subgraphs G′ ⊆ v.G. Each of those
hierarchical refinements represents a single configuration that can be loaded into that
block. If a configuration can be relocated to different blocks, it is necessary to model
a subgraph associated to each vertex on its own. For example, the subgraphs g̃A and
g̃′

A in Figure 1 (b) represent the same configuration which can be loaded onto different
blocks depicted by vertices vb1 and vb2.

4 Performance Simulation

Previous approaches [2, 6] could construct a static schedule for an implementation by
limiting their methodology to a homogeneous data flow model of computation as seman-
tics for the process graph. Nevertheless, these approaches are neither extensible towards
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Figure 2: (a) An application is given by a set of communicating tasks given as Sys-
temC modules, and the architecture is modeled by the VPC framework. The
framework provides the compute interface, allowing the application to ac-
cess performance simulation. Binding between application and architecture
is managed within our framework. (b) Gantt Chart representing temporal
behavior of configuration switch including context saving.

more general models of computation nor do they consider arbitrary scheduling and re-
configuration strategies. Our approach overcomes those limitations by: (i) simulate the
application given as communicating SystemC modules, (ii) modeling of reconfigurable
architectures and (iii) simulate online allocation, binding, and scheduling strategies. This
simulation–based methodology enables performance evaluation of applications given in
SystemC using partitioned reconfigurable architectures.

Figure 2 (a) gives an overview of our approach: In conformity with the specifica-
tion graph our simulation methodology separates between application, architecture, and
mappings. The application is given by a set of sequential tasks implemented in SystemC,
forming a multi–tasking system. The VPC framework provides Virtual Processing Com-
ponents and Reconfigurable Components for modeling a reconfigurable multi–processor
architecture. The Director is used for mapping the application onto the architecture
and therefore provides a special compute function called from the SystemC tasks. In the
following we will discuss some details of our approach.

4.1 Application

An application consists of a set of communicating tasks given in SystemC (the process
graph). Each task is represented in SystemC by an SC MODULE containing an SC THREAD.
As the SystemC reference implementation comes together with a simulation kernel,
such applications can be functionally simulated. Each task performs computations if it
is executed, and possibly communicates with other task by exchanging data. Later, in
a real implementation, each task needs some time for computation and communication,
and thus has an impact on the performance of a system.

As SystemC contains a model of time we possibly could insert wait function calls with
respect to the target architecture. But this implies the modification of the SystemC
source code for each candidate architecture. Using our Virtual Processing Components
framework, a more sophisticated way is introduced by the compute function call: In-
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stead of annotating execution delays using wait, we use compute as the interface to
our framework. The VPC framework simulates the execution delays by blocking the
compute function. Once compute returns, the entire execution time is expired and the
task may be started for another computation.

4.2 Architecture

The VPC framework forms the architecture by instantiating a set of Components and
Reconfigurable Components. Components and Reconfigurable Components are designed
as SC MODULEs permitting to simulate execution delays using the model of time provided
by SystemC. At simulation startup the entire specification is constructed by loading an
XML formated configuration file and initializing the given architecture and mapping.
The so called Director provides the compute function to be called from application tasks.
Each call of this function is forwarded to a Component or a Reconfigurable Component,
according to the binding for simulating the execution delay.

A Component represents a hardware resource like a CPU, a dedicated hardware mod-
ule, etc. Being associated with a Scheduler, a Component is able to simulate resource
contention if several tasks call compute in parallel. As already presented in [13], we
provide different preemptive and non–preemptive scheduling strategies.

The contribution of this work is the modeling and simulation of reconfigurable com-
puting systems. A Reconfigurable Component contains several mutually exclusive Con-
figurations and is associated with a Controller for managing the Configurations. That
means, to bind tasks to Configurations and to allocate those Configurations. Binding
means the selection of a mapping edge between a task and a Component. If this Compo-
nent belongs to a Configuration of a Reconfigurable Component, then it is a prerequisite
for the task execution that this particular Configuration is allocated. Hence, loading
or unloading configurations has to be performed if it is necessary. To reflect the time
for configuration switching each Configuration g̃i ∈ v.G has a context restoration time
load(g̃i) and a context saving time store(g̃i).

Figure 2 (b) depicts an example using a preemptive context–saving allocation strategy.
Two tasks T4 and T5 are mapped onto two mutually exclusive Configurations CA and
CB, respectively. Task T4 is executed first, but its Configuration is preempted by task
T5 needing another Configuration for execution. Both, the execution times and the
reconfiguration overhead, affects the execution delays for the tasks T4 and T5.

As mentioned earlier, each Reconfigurable Component is supervised by a Controller
to manage the allocation and binding strategy. Currently our Controllers support the
following allocation algorithms: Priority Allocation, Round Robin, Earliest Deadline
First, and First Come First Served. Additionally we provide the following binding
strategies: Round Robin, Priority Binding, and Avoid Reconfiguration. Least Currently
Bound (LCB) and Least Frequently Used (LFU ) are examples of binding policies using
the Priority Binding algorithm with dynamic priorities. Further strategies for allocation
and binding can easily be integrated by implementing new Controllers.

The VPC framework permits for nesting of several hierarchy layers of Reconfigurable
Components. This way we can cover the special case of loading a big size module in
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Figure 3: (a) The example application: A producer sends computation requests to a
server and the results are returned to the producer. The RPC–like commu-
nication over the channel is secured using a cryptographic layer. (b) The
underlying Architecture consists of two ESM boards [3]. Two different con-
figurations, ArchA and ArchB can be loaded into one or two reconfigurable
blocks, respectively.

several block at the same time: We use one Reconfigurable Component to represent a
grouping of blocks. That means, it can allocate a large module or a fixed number of
Reconfigurable Components for loading smaller blocks.

4.3 Evaluation Flow

From an application engineers point of view the usage of our framework is as follows: (i)
Implement an application in SystemC and augment each task with an arbitrary number
of compute statements in order to represent execution or communication delays. (ii)
Link the application with our VPC framework. (iii) Design a configuration file to define
the architecture and the mappings for the performance evaluation. (iv) Run simulation
to evaluate the performance of the obtained system. (v) For comparison mutate the
configuration file to simulate different architecture designs and mappings as well as
different reconfiguration and scheduling strategies.

The viewpoint of a system engineer may be to design and test new reconfiguration and
scheduling strategies for comparison with existing algorithms. In this case, the developer
needs to implement the Controller and Scheduler interfaces.

5 Experimental Results

This section outlines experimental results of our approach by using the encryption and
decryption application depicted in Figure 3 (a). The dedicated communication nodes at
each dependency edge are not shown for simplicity. A producer P sends requests to a
server S. After execution the results are send back to P . Assuming that the exchanged
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Table 1: The four different mappings (ArchA, ArchB, Hardware, Software) between
example application and reconfigurable architecture and the according core
execution times. The configurations ArchA, ArchB, and Hardware make use
of the same execution times.

task ArchA ArchB Hardware delay Software delay
P Cprod Cprod Cprod 2 ns CP1 2 ns
S Cserv Cserv Cserv 2 ns CP2 2 ns
D1 Cprod Cprod Cprod 1 ns CP1 1 ns
D2 Cserv Cserv Cserv 1 ns CP2 1 ns
M1 Cprod Cprod Cprod 1 ns CP1 1 ns
M2 Cserv Cserv Cserv 1 ns CP2 1 ns
Ch CLAN CLAN CLAN 35 ns CLAN 35 ns
BFx CBF CBF+DES , CBF+MD5 CBF 242 ns CPx 7.28 ms

DESx CDES CBF+DES , CDES+MD5 CDES 91 ns CPx 352.44 ms
MD5x CMD5 CBF+MD5, CDES+MD5 CMD5 687 ns CPx 12.13 ms

data should kept secret, the communication is encrypted using either Data Encryption
Standard (DES) or Blowfish (BF ), and additionally each packet is signed using an
MD5 algorithm (MD5). As there is a bidirectional communication the same en– and
decryptions have to be performed backward to P . The communication between P and
S is done via the communication channel Ch.

The case study focuses on the evaluation of different reconfigurable architectures using
the Erlangen Slot Machine (ESM) [3] as target architecture. We assume the commu-
nication between modules is done via a reconfigurable multiple bus (RMB) [3]. Two
different architecture arrangements (ArchA, ArchB) have been considered as depicted
in Figure 3 (b). Both arrangements consist of a static block (Cserv, Cprod) providing
modules for producer or server. The first arrangement provides two blocks for loading
encryption modules either performing en–/decryption (CDES, CBF ) or signing of pack-
ets (CMD5). The second arrangement has only one large block using combined modules
(CDES+MD5, CBF+MD5, CBF+DES). Note that it is not possible to load the required
functionality completely into the reconfigurable blocks. Table 1 specifies the different
mapping possibilities for each architecture used as well as the assumed core execution
time for the application tasks depending on the mapping to either software or hardware.
To estimate the software execution times we run functional simulation on a worksta-
tion and scaled the resulting execution time to an assumed clock rate of 200MHz for
an embedded processor. The hardware execution times are taken from data–sheets of
corresponding encryption cores from Helion Technology [7].

Table 2 shows the determined execution times in our case study. Three different com-
binations of allocation and binding strategies have been evaluated. (i) A simple FCFS
configuration allocation combined with a Round Robin binding strategy. (ii) FCFS allo-
cation combined with a Least Currently Bound (LCB) binding strategy. (iii) A strategy
based on Round Robin allocation and Avoid Reconfiguration binding. For comparison,
we also simulated a software architecture and a hardware–only architecture, the results
are also given in Table 2. The software architecture is assumed to be an embedded
processor at 200MHz clock rate running the cryptographic modules. As hardware–only
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Table 2: Average end to end latency per executed request for the worst case (WC) and
the both best case (BC) scenarios.

latency [ms] ArchA ArchB Hardware Software
Allocation FCFS FCFS RR FCFS FCFS RR
Binding RR LCB ARB RR LCB ARB
BC Blowfish 62.61 11.03 0.03 234.81 62.75 0.01 0.01 5487.67
BC DES 62.73 10.99 0.03 236.02 63.75 0.01 0.01 293.26
WC 82.39 7.91 0.07 268.26 227.96 0.14 0.01 4066.80

Table 3: Average execution times for simulation the given architectures of 100 simula-
tion runs using 550 requests at the producer. The overhead of profiling the
architecture using the VPC framework is given in percent.

runtime ArchA ArchB Hardware Software w/o VPC
Allocation FCFS FCFS RR FCFS FCFS RR
Binding RR LCB ARB RR LCB ARB
BC BF 15.1s 13.9s 14.8s 14.9s 13.9s 14.9s 11.8s 11.4s 8.2s

85.0% 70.6% 80.5% 81.7% 69.9% 82.0% 44.0% 40.0% 0%
BC DES 94.9s 93.5s 94.4s 94.5s 93.5s 94.4s 91.3s 90.8s 86.8s

9.3% 7.7% 8.7% 8.9% 7.7% 8.7% 5.1% 4.6% 0%
WC 55.3s 53.6s 54.7s 55.0s 54.4s 55.1s 51.8s 51.3s 47.9s

15.3% 11.8% 14.2% 14.7% 13.4% 14.9% 8.1% 7.1% 0%

architecture, we assumed a larger ESM, so that all modules can fit in, and no reconfig-
uration is necessary.

For the evaluation three different scenarios have been used, a homogenous commu-
nication just using DES and another only using BF encryption to represent best case
(BC) scenarios. The third set consists of alternating encrypted packets to represent a
worst case (WC) scenario.

We have measured the average execution time for 100 simulation runs. Each assumes
550 requests generated by the producer. In Table 3 we show the resulting average execu-
tion times per simulation run. Additionally, Table 3 shows the overhead of the simulation
with resource profiling compared to a pure functional simulation run. The maximum
overhead in this scenarios is less than twice of the functional simulation time. Note that
the overhead caused by using the VPC framework hardly depends on the complexity of
the application. For example, all best case scenarios using Blowfish encryption produce
a larger overhead but a smaller runtime compared to DES encryption. This is due to
the fact that, Blowfish encryption is faster then DES encryption in our implementation.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an extension of the Virtual Processing Components
framework towards dynamically reconfigurable architectures. The VPC framework is
used to represent architectures and mappings, allowing for performance evaluation, and
also provides mechanisms for developing reconfiguration and scheduling algorithms using
SystemC. Using a high level of abstraction, our approach comes with marginal simulation
overhead and minimal source code modifications.
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